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Motivation and Goals
▪ Create competitive environment to 

promote learning
□ Add live multiplayer quiz feature
□ Develop game user interface
□ Multi-device connection
□ Connect to backend
□ Create question 

difficulty/selection algorithm
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Frontend (Game UI)
Alyssa and Alex



Initial Planning (Figma)
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Screens
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More questions left

End of game



LobbyView
● User can select chapter and 

difficulty to pull questions from
● Game options will be located 

here
● Find match button connects to 

GameCenter
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QuestionView/Leaderboard
● Pulls a random set of questions and 

answers from the json file
● Provides feedback and updates an 

array containing players scores
● Two leaderboard screens 

(transitional and final) to show 
player scores at any point 
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Login/Registration
▪ MongoDB App Service

□ User authentication
□ Database

▪ Connect using Realm
▪ Takes in and records 

registration input for 
future logins
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Multiplayer → 
Connect the World…

Nirjhar



…

Multi-device Connection
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User 1 User 2 User N

UUIDs → unique devices Eligibility → age, bans, etc.

Start Hosted Session

User Devices

GameCenter
Authentication
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Why GameCenter?
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● Offloads networking and hosting 
responsibility to Apple

● Low latency
● Unlimited amount of users

● Caveat: $99/yr Apple Developer 
subscription 😈



Frontend (Algorithm)
Xinyi
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Screens
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Restful URL API Call
▪ Define a struct to represent the JSON response data
▪ Create URL, URLSession, and URLRequest object, data 

task to perform request
▪ Decode the response data into the format you need 

using JASONDecoder



Restful Server
Dongzhao



Server
Django - A very popular python server development framework. It is a MVC (model, view, 

controller) framework. Itself support web page and identification. We only used small part of 

its ability.

Restframework - A restful api framework based on Django. It provides convenient method 

such as serializer to get JSON from Django models.

Question Reference & Question Ranking - the algorithms we wrote in this and last semester. 

One supposes to response a textbook section related to an input question. The other, with an 

chapter number as input,  will give a list of ranked questions based on their hardness.
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Server
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API Response
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Algorithm 
Implementation

Justin



Question Ranking
Question ranking algorithm - Given a question, estimate its difficulty 
with a score that can be compared to those of other questions 

Motivation: Using this algorithm in question selection would allow 
QuizApp users to cover foundational topics first before moving on to 
more advanced topics
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Keywords/Calculation
We used MonkeyLearn to extract keywords and their relevancy score from the 
textbook.
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Keyword --> <-- Relevancy score, r
      (Higher score indicates higher     
      relevancy within text)

We use the value (1-r) to find the difficulty score d of a component using the 
weighted sum of its hardest 3 keywords: 

d = 0.6*(1-r₁) + 0.25*(1-r₂) + 0.15*(1-r₃)

Then, we calculate the final difficulty index of a question/answer as:

D = danswer + ln(length of answer) + dquestion + ln(length of question)



Future 
Improvements



Future Improvements
▪ Connecting the questions to database
▪ Utilizing question difficulty algorithm for 

question selection
▪ Add authentication to backend if need
▪ Adding a tutor role, who can send hints 

to students via GameCenter's 
multi-user information transfer
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Demos


